Meeting Agenda

June 26th: (Full Day)

9:00-10:20 Opening Session
   Overview and Goals for the Summit: Martha Anderson
   Summary and Commentary on Pre-Meeting Questionnaire Responses: Abby Smith Rumsey

10:20-10:45: Open Exhibition of Library of Congress Science Manuscripts, Leonard Bruno
11:00-12:00: Setting the Stage: Understanding Existing Collection Practices
   History of Science at the Library of Congress, Peter Young
   10 Years of Archiving the Web at the Library of Congress, Nicholas Taylor & Jennifer Harbster

1:00-1:55 Understanding Science Blogging
   Reflections on 10 Years of Science blogging, Bora Zivkovic
   Open Notebook Science, Anthony Salvagno

1:55-2:50 Understanding Citizen Science
   The Zooniverse Citizen Science Projects: Arfon Smith
   YardMap and Citizen Science as Data Collection: Rhiannon Crain

3:00-3:55 Understanding New Models of Online Science Publications
   Modes of Science Discourse at the Public Library of Science, Kristen Ratan
   The Journal of Visualized Experiments, Moshe Pritsker

3:55-4:45 Day One Recap Discussion and Closing

June 27th (Half Day)

9:00-10:20 Panel Discussion: Perspectives on Connections to Collecting Practice and Long Term Historical Value, Discussants: Christie Moffatt, Patricia Hswe, Fred Gibbs, Moderator: Trevor Owens
10:20-11:50: Identify Concrete Next Steps, Recommendations to the Library of Congress
11:45-12:00 Going forward: Clifford Lynch